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CHAPTER I
TIffl PHESENT STUDY
A. Statement of the Problem
It would seem that the first efrorts of every social worker should
be directed tovrard the attainment of a composite picture of the child as
a whole in relation to his home,his school ajid his community. Other-
wise
specific knowledge and particular technical skills are frus-
trated in particular cases because they are not related to
other knowledge and • . .skills needed to meet . . . prob-
lems of the individual child.-'-
This isolationism that denies the true objectives of social work,
namely, attainment of economic well-being ajid satisfying social rela-
tionships for all people can be prevented by intelligent use of the
Social Service Index. Specialists seem to ignore the complex nature
of the client and his problems but, they do not enjoy the confusion
they engender nor the sense of failure that accompanies partial or to-
tal defeat. A constant plea for cooperative treatment and for inte-
grated service is needed to remind social workers of their obligations
to the client, the community and to the profession.
In an attempt to assure this integrated approach to the problems
of the clients of the Department of Neighborhood Clubs of the Childrens'
Aid Association, an S.S.I, registration is made routinely on all new mem-
bers. This is the first step toward "cooperative treatment."
1. Lawrence K.Frank, "Waste of Expertness" Survey Midmonthly
82:3, January 1946

B. Purpose
The purpose of this statistical study was twofold; 1) to determine
the effectiveness of the S.S.I, in identifying sources of pertinent in-
formation which will promote better understanding of the needs of an in-
dividual served by the Department of Neighborhood Clubs of the Childrens'
Aid Association and 2) to deteraiine what type of service was given to the
client as a result of the information gained, that is, whether he was
served by group work and/or case work.
C. Sources
The material for this study was obtained from the individual and group
records of the D.N.C. The writer is indebted to the Childrens' Aid Asso-
ciation for the use of these records and to Miss Marjory Warren, Supervisor
of the department, for her help in clarification of the records.
D. Scope and Method
The D.K.C. had 287 members in the year 1946-1947 composing twenty-nine
clubs. Sixty-one per cent or 175 of these members had been served pre-
viously by a social agency since they were known to the S.S.I.
In studying the registration of these 175 known members, it was found
that 113 had to be rejected since the record material obtained was either
1) too old 2) inadequate 3) concerned with direct relief only or 4) per-
tained to siblings who were also club members. In the case of siblings,
the registration of only one member of a family was chosen siace the S.S.I,
sheet is a family not an individual index.
Thus, this statistical study is concerned with sixty-two cases from
which information was obtained by the use of a schedule iriiich is included
(
in the appendix. An analysis of each case revealed the facts. In additioa
to this analysis, five representative cases were chosen to indicate typi-
cal D.N.C. procedure. These cases were summarized and followed by analytic
cal discussion to highlight departmental function and focus. The writer
then consulted with workers in the department familiar with a particular
case to obtain additional pertinent data.
I
4CHAPTER II
THE DEPARTI.IENT OF NEIGHBORHOOD CLUBS
A. Summary of Departnieat History, Function and Objectives *
As early as 1887, the need of guided leisure time actirities for chilct
ren was recognized by Mr. Charles Birtwell, then general secretary of the
Childrens' Aid Society. A "Home Library Clubs" Department was established
which provided leadership and program, that is, a set of books to be ex-
changed among club members.
The continuance of this program was naturally assured by the Child-
rens' Aid Association which is primarily concerned with children who have
become personality or behavior problems or even delinquats due to the
breakdovm in family relationships or parent-child relationships.
It was felt that these problems could be checked or might never de-
velop if they were uncovered and treated at onset. Hence, these preven-
tive and protective groups took on new significance.
The clubs are organized in unfavorable neighborhoods of Metropolitan
Boston, hitherto unserved. They now revolve around a referred individual,
i! boy or girl, from seven to fourteen years who is permitted to invite his
I
friends as members of the group - or in lieu of this procedure, club mem-
j
bers are sought by the leader or the parent from the schools or churches.
' Referrals to the D.N.C. (so called since 1946) are accepted not only
from the Childrens' Aid Association but from other case work agencies,
ll
;
guidance clinics, hospitals, group work agencies, public libraries, schools,
churches and the courts.
ii

The unique feature of the clubs is their protective nature. The fact
that children with jiedical, behavior or personality difficulties often are
unable to join groups which laight be threatening, or are unable to func-
tion in an ordinary recreational group is the basis for the Department's
planning. Yfithout group activity, these children become withdrawn or
j
aggressively anti-social. Their early minor symptoms of maladjustment pass
unnoticed and develop insidiously, nurtured by unsatisfactory home and
community conditions.
i
A purposely small group under competent leadership allows attention
to be focused on each individual whose needs and interests are known, and
who is served by a program keyed to his level. In many instances a good
leader can help the individual to meet his needs through group activity
without recourse to psychiatry or special envircnmert. In the event that
the problem is far advanced and such service is necessary, there is a pro-
cedure for referral to the proper agencies, preceded and accompanied by
interpretation to the client, his parents and often, his school teacher.
Attitudes learned in securing a satisfactory group adjustment are
transferred permitting satisfactory home or school adjustment. Again, the
emphasis placed on the home, the natural center, as a meeting place for
the club provides incentive for improvement in certain faiaily and home
I situations.
Home visits by the group worker to get acquainted, explain the nature
of the group, and express an interest in the child are customary. They
•atablish a positive contact and often pave the way for later therapeutic
I treatment of the child.

B. Use of the Index
In the D.IJ.C, the S.S.I, is routinely consulted for all new members
who join. After the registration is received, the customary follow-up
by record reading and consultation is done on a selective basis with as
few or as many sources investigated as are needed for a complete picture.
Finally, a plan of action is formulated based on consideration of the needs
of the individual and the function and activity of the D.K.C. and other
interested agencies.
C. Ab Illustration
Nancy, an intelligent, talented and aggressive eleven-year old was
referred to the D.N.C. by a district secretary of the Faniily Society who
was also the caseworker for Nancy's parents. The family lived in a neigh-
borhood which was designated as "highly unfavorable." It was unserved by
any leisure-time agency.
The objective of referral was to obtain a "club" for Nancy in which
pleasurable activities and contacts with an understanding adult would in-
crease her knowledf^e and skill and her ability to work and play with others
In addition, she also needed an opportunity to exercise her leadership
ability and give vent to her energies contructively.
The general objectives were also extended to the five other ten and
eleven-year olds who were invited by Nancy, her parents and the group
worker of the D.N.C. to join the club which was to meet in the homes of
members.
Initiation of the club was assigned to the worker at the D.N.C. in
charge of girls' activities. It was also her responsibility to secure a

mature , reliable adult to act as the iuuuedi&te leader of the club. A
college student who had had previous work experience expressed a desire
to volunteer for girls' work in the department, &he came highly reoom-
mended and her experience and interests qualified her for this group. This
volunteer was accepted and oriented+o the work of the D.N,C. Later train-
ing consisted of monthly leader's meetings and weekly individual confer-
ences between the group worker and the leader.
After the worker had introduced the leader to the club and had given
in-service training, she resigned from the group leaving the volunteer
lee.der in charge. However, through the weekly conference and frequent
observation visits, she kept in touch with club progress. In addition,
she assisted the leader in planning a flexible program based on the ages,
interests and needs of the members.
Leadership by this volunteer freed the group worker to follow mp the
S.S.I, registration&of members, to read Importan* reeoris and to make
collateral visits. Information that helped to explain the behavior of
the individual member was interpreted to the leader, ^'he club program
and the leader's role was then adjusted to meet any indicated need.
Occasionally, this was not possible.
The behavior of one youngster, Pat. D, was characterized by compulsive
reactions, temper tantrums and hostile attacks on club members. She seemed|
unable to develop in this group and her behavior was disrupting the whole
process.
The volunteer leader was alert to these sia:ns of dissatisfaction and !i
f
reported them to the group worker. After a re-reading of Pat's individual

record which included notes on S.S.I, contacts, family and collateral
visits et cetera, there were conferences with the D.N.C. supervisor and
the Paiitily Society secretary. The facts in Pat's history showed a de-
serted mother, an alcoholic father, an emotionally and financially insecure
home and physical abuse of Pa't> by her mother. The family had already been
served by the Family Society and another agency but the contacts were un-
successful because Mrs. D. refused to cooperate. The Family Society had
closed the case. It was agreed by all the workers involved that Pet
should be kept in the club and that the D.N.C. worker should attempt to
work with Pat and ner mother in an effort to improve the disturbed be-
havior. There were benefits to be gained by Pat's presence in the group.
Hence, the worker had to interpret her behavior to the leader, to club
members, to parents of club members and finally to Pat's own mother. Pat
also came to the D.N.C. office for private interviews with the worker.
After a period of four months, her behavior in the club showed a definite
improve iiiont.
i
9CHAPTER III
THE KESOlfRCE
A. Introductioa
The Social Service Index exists as a department of the Boston Council
of Social Agencies to be utilized as a niedium to facilitate constructive
and synchronized action. Any accredited social work agency that meets
S.S.I, requirements is permitted to register cases at the Social Service
Index and, in turn, clear their clients through it to determine what agen-
cies are now in touch with the family or have had contact in the past. No
confidential inforiaation will be divulged as none is recorded. The cards
filed reveal only the na^r^is, aliases, addresses, ages, names of agencies
interested, and dates of registration.
The S.S.I, originated to prevent waste and duplication. Now, posi-
tively
a worker can use the interplay of different service units
at work on the client's problem. The constructive worker
searches for the factors which will serve as a guide in
finding the focus, help to break down hindrances and per-
haps blaze nev/ trails in treatment. 1
B. The Use of the Index in Group Work
Although there has been a considerable amount of thinking and writing
with reference to the Social Service Index as a case work tool, as far as
this writer can determine, social work literature has been practically de-
void of material based on the use of the Index in Group fVork witn the ex-
ception of a few unpublished Masters' Theses and Committee reports. Yet,
1. Laura G. vVoodbury - "The Modern Case Work Exchange - a Source Book
for Case Workers." The Family: 5r51, May 1924

there are many advantages to be obtained frorj its application especially
in a setting similar to that of the D.N.C. where the focus is on protect-
ive and preventive work in extra-mural groups. However, before group work
agencies can take advantage of the S.S.I. , there are many points of prac-
tice which require comprehensive study. Principles of partial versus to-
tal registration, selection of records and follow-up use of material ob-
2 3
tained, client's consent and the confidential nature of the record need
to be form.ulated in the li?;ht of agency function, group work objectives
]
and the type of leadership available. Discussion of these questions is
outside the scope of this paper but one must be aware of then.
|
The Index is not a substitute for a member-worker relationship. I
Rather, it is a supplementation to the facts, opinions and attitudes that
have arisen in the contact, and a clarification of then in the light of I
past experiences.
I
C. Advantage
One of the first reasons cited in advocating the use of the Index is
the saving of time it effects. The time and energy of the worker are real
istic hinderances to complete coverage especially when professional depart-
ments are understaffed. The v/orker might well vr&it for the parent to di-
vulge significant information that would shed light on the member's diffi-
culty, but in the meantime, the problem might have grovm beyond control,
2. Beatrice R.Simcox, "The Social Service Exchange." Journal of
Socia l Casework 27;351, November , 1947 ,28 : 388, December ,1947
3. Rev .Walter I*/cGuinn,S .J."The Professional Secret in Social
Work", Boston College School of Social Work Bulletin. Vol.1, No, 1,1938
(
TH3 TYi-E OF IwFOHlliiTIOK RECEIVED
A. Agencies Knowing Family ;
A reading of the S.S.I, registrations in the sixty-two cases studied
rewealed family contacts with seventy-four different health and welfare
agencies. List 1. enumerates these. The number of agencies interested in
any one family ranged from one to twenty-two. The mode number was seven.
In three cases tnere was an additional S.S.I, on the mother and in one case,
an additional S.S.I, on the father, both before marriage.
Inspection of the agencies appearing reveals the highest proportion in
the public assistance field, closely followed by medical and family service
agencies. The latter included treatment of minor problems of maladjustment.
Mental health, correctional and protective agencies are significantly pre-
s^jst, but are overshadowed by the large proportion of the financial, health
and service needs.
For the purpose of the D.N.C., this data places the child in the midst
of a growing wheel of family insecurity. These economic, health, educa-
tional and environmental lacks are seldom the source of his maladjustment.
Rather, they are the complication forces that change the situation and en-
gender the attitudes that influence the development of the problem and the
behavior.
The worker is faced with a limitation of his function and must neces-
sarilly formulate his objectives with the hope of utilizing specialized
assistance from these other fields.
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jB. Selection of Records for Further Investigation
List 1 also shows that in contrast, 108 records at only twenty-nine of
these agencies were read, A complete perusal would not only have been tim^
consuming, but also unnecessary.
In a process of selection, the first step was to correlate the child's
age with the date of the Index registration. This eliminated certain re-
cords which, because of date and/or problem, would not contribute to a bet-
I
ter understsmding of the child's needs. Secondly, records which included
I sximmaries of other agency records were chosen. If these indicated benefits
,j
I to be gained from reading the complete record, this was done. Finally, em-
I
phasis was placed on records that contained the social situation as well as
^
ii the distinct problems, since these were the most valuable.
Table I indicates the problems with which the records dealt.
TABLE I
GROUPING OF RECORDS REiiD ACCORDING TO PROBLEM
Classification Number Per cent
Behavior 9 8
Corrective 7 7
Mental Health 8 8
Protective 15 15
Physical Health 20 18
Relief 16 15
Service 32 SO
Total 1^

This v/as done in order to point up the fact that records are followed up
discriminately, when the registration suggests that pertinent information
which can be utilized within the focus of the department may be obtained.
C« Significant Facts Revealed
1, General Information
A study of the information contained in these records reveals some
significant facts to the writer* Not all of them pertain directly to the
client. On the contrary, as Table II shows us, the largest percentage of
information (25^ gives us a general picture of the family's economic and
home background.
TABLE II
PROBLEflS GROUPED AS PERTAINING TO INDIVIDUALS
Classification Mother Father Client Sib. Family
Alcoholism 8 16
Behavior 31 28 6 5
Delinquency 5 7
Econ. Background 36
Family Background 43
Health 9 10 19 11
I. Q. 5 4 11 6
Neurotic Traits 5 \ 11 3
Personality 10 8_ 10 -2
Total 68 68 62 34 79
Percentage ZZ% 22^ ll?i 25^

Following this, the facts concerning the mother and father appear mth
equal frequency with twenty-two per cent of the information obtained re-
lating to the father, and twenty-two per cent to the mother. Twenty per
cent of the information referred to the child, and the smallest percentage
(11%) pertained to siblings. This last fact is significant since the cli-
ent comes from a median family of fottr children. Data concerning the
jj
parents and siblings were noted because of their influence on the person-
ality and behavior of the child, and because the department has an indirect
responsibility to them.
!
Table II also helps to determine the frequency of the various problems
revealed in each member of the fsimily and serves as a basis for comparison.
In forty-three instances, the material pointed up the family background,
picturing the home in only six cases as one made happy by good familial
relationships. The remaining thirty-seven cases spoke of homes as too small
for private, sanitary living and too disrupted to allow normal family life.^
This overcrowding, the deteriorated condition of the home, and of the par- i|
ents in many cases, and the fact that often both parents were working, left
the child unsupervised in the streets or chained to the home in an almost
fruitless housekeeping task.
2. Patterns of Behavior
This physical surroxmding was complicated by frequent mention of per-
sonality difficulties and behavior problems on the part of parents and sib-
lings. There were seventy specific references to such behavior, which con-
stituted the highest proportion of facts obtained. These facts gave clues
!|
to the personalities of the clients which v;ere specifically mentioned thir^

times. Items such as delinquency, arrests, illegitimacy, iraiaorallty,
forced marriages, marital discord, alcoholism, desertion, separation and
divorce, usually in combination, helped to form the family pattern. Con-
sequently, we see related behavior recurring in the children.
3. Behavior and Personality of Client
The client is the focus of this thesis. Therefore, he is delineated
more carefully at this point. As in the case of his parents and siblings,
references to the client's personality in the case records v/ere varied.
They v;ere either vague or general or specific and i«/ell-defined. Hence, it
seemed best to provide separate categories to preserve these recorded dif-
ferences in the discussion.
Table III directs our attention to the client and his general person-
ality difficulties which involved no overt delinquencies. Hostility and
TABLE III
TYPE OF PERSONALITY PROBLEM IN CLIENT
Problem Number
Inability to keep friends 3
Hostility and Aggression 4
Unhappiness and Confusion 1
Anxiety 1
Over-attachment 1
Total 10

aggression appeared most frequently (4 instances) followed by the inability
to make and keep friends (3 instances), unha.ppiness and confusion, anxiety
and over-attachment each appeared once*
Some personalities expressed themselves through neurotic traits or
acts. The cases show a representation of one case each of nail biting,
twitching of eyes, hysteria, day dreaming, masturbation, sex drive, ma-
lignering, and nightmares, and three cases of enuresis. Other personali-
ties however manifested themselves in overt behavior problems as listed in
Table IV.
TABLE IV
TYPE OF OVERT BEHAVIOR PROBLEt!
IK CLIENT
Problem Ntmib
Stealing 1
Sex Experiences 3
Temper Tantrums 2
Total 6
For example, one case of stealing is listed, two of temper tantrums and
three of actvial sex experience. In addition, there are five references to
j|
delinquency in the client and seven in siblings.
I
These facts indicate the beginnings of an immature unstable personali-
j
ty which should be identified at the earliest possible moment, and steps
I
initiated towards treatment and constructive corrective experiences.
(I
20
4. Alcoholisro
In addition to previous references to parental behavior, was the prob-
lem of alcoholic parents displaying cruel and abusive traits or in three
cases, unbridled criminal behavior. There were eight cases of alcoholism
in the mothers, and sixteen in the fathers, two of whom were in addition
psychotic,
5» Economic Background
Factors of dependency attitudes, sickness, incapacity, lack of train-
ing or education and mental incompetence accounted for the marked inability
of the v.uge earner to provide his family vdth a minimum standard of living.
In thirty-six records, families appeared as dependent on public assistance
either for supplementation or because the adult wage earner was dead or
absent. There was also wide coverage in aid from private agencies. li
jl
6. Health Problems
It is a generally accepted fact that the lov/er the income, the greater
the ratio of sickness. The records bear out this statement recording the
||
health problems as forty-nine in number, second only to behavior. Many of
!
these problems were closely related to inadequate diet, improper clothing
and overcrowding although specific physical handicaps appeared along with
social diseases. The health problem for the family ranged from infected
teeth to epilepsy and included malnutrition, tuberculosis, inflamed eyes,
arthritis, infantile paralysis, ulcers, pyelitis, asthma, pernicious anemi^
rheumatic fever and syphillis. Table V presents the type of health prob-
lems found in the client.

TABLE V
TYPE OF HEALTH PROBLEM FOUND IN CLIENT
Problem Niimber
Adenoids 1
Arthritis 1
Asthma 2
Dislocation of Right Hip 1
Inflamed Eyes 1
Malnutrition 1
Poor Health 5
Pyelitis 1
Rheumatic Fever 2
Tuberculosis j4
Total 19
TABLE VI
INTELLIGENCE OF THE CLIENTS
Classification Number
Superior 1
High Average 3
Low Average 3
Retarded 3
Feeble-minded 1
Total 11

7. Intelligence
j
Information regarding the intelligence of the children was made avail^
able. As shown in Table VI (P. 21) one child was designated as superior,
three as high average, three as low average, three as retarded, and one as
feeble-minded. A similar pattern was seen in parents and siblings.
Thus, we have a specific picture of the client and a general pictiire
of his family from the records of twenty-nine agencies.
D. Reasons for Absence of Follow-up
Sixteen of the cases (26^) were not follovred up for a variety of rea-
sons. Seven were passed by because the clients did not stay in the clubs
long enough to allow family and agency contact. In these cases, one member
|
was withdrawn by his mother, two were very irregular in attendance and fourl
left their clubs. In three cases, the problems v/ere beyond D.N.C. function
and, in addition, another agency was already active. There was one case of
non-follow up because the boy was not considered to be a problem. In five
cases family information was gathered which bore no reference to the client
and which was adjudged, in addition, as insignificant.
E. Significant Facts Followed Up
On the other hand, as Table VII (P. 23) demonstrates, there is a very
great difference between the number of facts obtained and the number 'util-
ized. Excluding facts of home and economic background which together con-
li
stituted thirty-six per cent of the work tmdertaken, we find the greatest i'
amount of work done in the health field (24^) . The least direct work was
attempted with intelligence ratings (4^) and delinqiency (4?0 , as both were
considered beyond the pale of the department. Thirty-one per cent of the

facts -which referred to the personality and behavior patterns of both the
client and his family were utilized.
TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF GENERAL FACTS
OBTAINED AND UTILIZED
Classification No. No.
0\rbained Utilized
Alcoholism 24
Behavior 70 13
Delinquency 12 4
Economic Background 36 13
Family Background 43 20
Health 49 22
I. Q. 26 4
Neurotic Traits 21 10
Personality 30
_5
Total 311 91

Table VTII gives a comparison of client facts obtained and utilized.
It shows that fifty-eight per cent of the facts which pertained to the
client v/ere utilized.
TABLE Ten
CLIENT lUFOEMATIQH OBTAINED IN THESE 62
CASES COMPARED WITH INFORMATION USED
Problem Obtained Used
Behavi or 6 6
Delinquency 5 3
Health 19 14
11 2
Neurotic Traits 11 7
Personality 10 4
Total 62 36
1
CHAPTER V
HOT/ FACTS WZRE UTILIZED
WAT PLAMS TOE VADE
A. Introduction
Treatment of the various problems noted above was attempted in two
general ways. There was direct treatment by the D.N.C. and/or by other
agencies and indirect treatment by the D.N.C. and/or by other agencies.
In this discussion, "direct" implies face to face contact with the
client or club member in an effort to assist him in an adjustment to his
problem. The indirect approach involves manipulation of the client's
environment and the persons in it in an attempt to modify the forces that
are contributin.q; to or perhaps causing the client's difficulty. Attain,
the needs of the parents of the client or other members of the family
were also considered the responsibility of the D.N.C. when no other agen-
cy was active.
It must be noted that direct and indirect treatment by other agen-
cies always implies treatment that was undertaken in cooperation with the
D.^i.C, and as a result of D,F.C, referral and collaboration. Mo attempt
was made to specify the work of other agencies instituted on their pwn
initiative either before the D.N.C. entered, during, or foliov;ing the
vrork of the D.]v,C,
B. Direct Treatment
Table IX presents the cases of direct service. It states that only
twenty-five (54^) of the forty-six members follov/ed up were made the fo-

cus of the worker's attention and were helped' directly by the club program
and leader.
fABLE IX
DIRECT SERVICE TO CLIMTS
Cla 5sification D.T^.C. OTH^n?
Club program and leadership 25
Direct therapy - 4
Interviews 8
Support 4
Total 37_ 4
However, it must be rernembered that these figures do not imply that only
tvrenty-five members were helped directly. Rather, they represent the cal~
culated assistance which was g-iven specifically to an individual on the
basis of information gathered from S.S.I, follow-up.
It is impossible to p-auge the amount of help an individual received
from, the cooperative interaction of a protected group supervised by an
understanding leader. It can be assumed, though, that most children served
by the D.N.C. benefit directly to some decree from their club contacts and
experience.
In addi-frion to the club program, there were eight (22^) direct in-
terviews arranged by the department workers with club mem.bers around mat-
ters of concern, for example, personal needs and relationships. For each
case of therapy undertaken by another agency, the D.N.C, gave support to
(
the client, interpreting the treatment when advisable.
2. By Another Agency
As a result of the D.N.C. interest in four clients, referral was ef-
fected in two cases to the Habit "-linic, in one to the Child Guidance Clinici|
and in one to the Fassachnsetts General Hospital Pschiatric Clinic, These
cliats were given direct therapy in an effort to treat their problems.
C, Indirect Treatment
1. By the D.t^^C.
As Table X indicates, the forty-six members followed up received
eighty-six different services
. This table is found on page 28» Twenty-
j
seven times, the personality needs and behavior of the client, his health I
needs and the effect of upset parental and sibling relationships were in-
terpreted to his parents and school teacher. Three times the D.N.C, func-
i
tion and club program was defined for another agency. In six cases, the
D.y.C, interpreted the function of other agencies to parents as a prelude
to reduction of hostility and acceptance of service. In addition, the need
of improvements in the home was also explained to one landlord. This in-
terpretation represents forty-four per cert of the indirect service given
by the D.^t.c.
,
A vacation at the summer camp of the D.N.C. in Cohasset was arranged
for sixteen club members and three siblings who could benefit from this I
respite from corflict plus the healthy routine of camp life. These vaca-
tions from, oppressive environment accounted for twenty-two per cent of the
indirect service.
D.N.C, vrorkers also indicated to fourteen individuals the benefits i
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TABLE X
INDIRECT SERVICE BY THE D.N.C.
Service Ntunbor Total Per cent
Camp 19 22
Client 16
Sibling 3
Direct Help to Mother 2 2 2
Interpretation 37 44
to mother 21
to father 3
to school 3
to landlord 1
of D.N.C. to agencies 3
of other agency functioi 6
Material Help 9 9 11
Open Club for Sibling 111
Recommendations 14 14 17
Support to Mother 111
Work Contacts 2 2 2
Total 85 100

to be g:ained from health check-ups, hospital care, housekeeper service
and follow-up on medical diagnoses. These suf^p-estions included alon^
with the necessity for the care, specific advice as to how it could be
obtained. This area of work entitled recorrmendations vms considered as
the step following interpretation. Seventeen per cent of the work falls
in this category.
Material help was also given. In nine cases (11^0 reality situa-
tions entered into the treatment scene which affected it, and therefore,
had to be handled before further progress could be made. For exarnple,
while one imemployed father was being helped to work out his hostility
toward Public Welfare, it would have been disastrous to allow Christmas
to pass by unnoticed. This would have blocked further treatment. Here,
sweaters were given to cover the immediate need.^
There v^ere other instances where clothes, mostly sweaters, were gi-
ven. In addition, glasses were provided for one client with the assist-
ance of the D.N.C, since the family could afford only a small fraction of
the cost.
In addition, two mothers were seen in therapeutic interviews in an
effort to assuage their mental burden; one was given support while ahe
was being treated in a psychiatric clinic; a new club was opened for ft
sibling in an attempt to lessen rivalr^'; a job was obtained for one moth-
er; and one referral to an employment agency was arranged.
2. Indirect Service by Other Agencies
Indirect service provided bji other a?:encies through the cooperation
n See case of John T. on p, 37 of this thesis

of the D.N.C, did not lend itself easily to tabular form. Services en-
gaged in ranp;ed from help in obtaining emplojinent for a mother in one case
{27'^^,), to cooperative arrangements for camp placement for fourteen club
members and five siblings (43''?) at a variety of agency sum^ier camps. In
the majority of these cases, cooperative arrangement implies financial
help and planning.
There v/as one case each of providing dental care, recreational activ-
ities on a different level, a camp counsellorshi p for a potential leader
and vocational counselinp" for siblings. Help in moving and a Public Wel-
fare transfer v/ere arrangements which affected to v/hole family. These
total tviTelve per cent of the service rendered.
Again, in the realm of referral and service, there were two cases
of collaboration and consultation vdth agencies about an individual, two
referrals, two cases of psychiatric care for mothers, tv/o placements, two
instances of direct treatm.ent for a father and sibling and two cases re-
opened as a result of D.N.C. r(3Coinmendat ions . Tv/enty-seven per cent of the
work was done in this area.
Finally, health examinations were arranged in five cases, and eye
care at a clinic in one. These six cases (14"^) conclude the indirect ser-
j
vices arranged for the client and his family.

CHAPTER VI
ILLDSTEATIONS
A. Introduction
The following five cases chosen for their representativeness from
the sixty-two used in this study , illustrate typical procedure by the D.N.C.
in the individualization of group members. The child is first observed
in his relationship with the group in an effort to determine his capabili-
ties,his needs and wants. The S.S.I, is consulted and selected records
read. Objectives are then formulated for each child on the basis of his
needs as evidenced by his behavior, and in relation to the home from which
j
he comes,to his parents and his siblings.
It may not always be an overt problem that prompts the worker to un-
dertake further study of the child. It may be, rather, a question of his
withdrawal,poor attit.-des and/or adjustment ,weak identification or over-
identification with the leader that indicates the possibility that the
group is reflecting a difficult home situation. The leader^can utilize
this knowledge to provide the satisfactions that the child is seeking in
the group. Case I is an example of this.
I
It also frequently happens that the group contact is a means wheVeby
the leader can identify begirjiing personality and behavior maladjustments
and initiate a process of help. This is seen in Case II.
1. The word "leader" in ohese cases refers to the supervised vol-
unteer. "Vforker"means the employed staff person.

Often the S.S.I, registration leaves only an impression of great fi-
nancial insecurity in the family. A reading of the records of the agen-
cies involved indiaates the assistance given and often discloses as well a
history of irregular employment and hostile, uncooperative attitudes.
This situation is further complicated if the family applies to a service
agency for relief or supplementation when the aid function of the agency
is limited. The service agency must refuse to give relief and corres-
pondingly loses any opportunity to help the family with their basic atti-
tudes. This was the situation in Case III which had to be met before the
parents of a club member felt free to sximmon the D.F.C. worker for help
when the child began to be involved in delinquent acts.
It is also the practice of the department to accept children on re-
ferral from other agencies when it is felt that a group experience will
contribute to the child's adjustment. This is demonstrated in Case IV.
Finally, Case V is typical of the many other cases in which the S.S.I,
revealed a desperate home situation with countless major and almost insur-
mountable problems. Department function forces the D.N.C.worker to
leave the major handling of the case to other agencies while he concen-
trates on the club member. However,the worker can inform himself of the
plans and objectives of the agencies working in the home. Thus he can
avoid conflicting advice and perhaps, positively help by support and in-
terpretation of the plans of other agencies to the club member or his
family.
In every case, the procurement of the S.S. I. registration was the
major device which assistec the worker in the individualization of the

child. A follow-up of the significant records was also typical proce-
dure, but the way in which the follow-up occured, or the information
used was variable. Knowledge of the services of other agencies pro-
vided background and direction,encouraged utilization of all available
resources and supported D.N.C.work.^
Case I« Ruth P «
Ruth had joined the club at the invitation of her best
friend. She was a tall, thin, attractive blond who was
outgoing and entered into all of the activities with great
zest. However,when she appeared at her first meeting she
was accompanied by her younger sister, 'fary, a lively seven-
year old who captivated the hearts of the club members and
monopolized the leader's attention. 2uth faded into the
background, lost her enthusiasm and became passive.
It was felt that fiuth needed this group experience to
develop status and that she could utilize it to the fullest.
Therefore, the leader called at the home in an attempt to
gain the mother's cooperation in keeping the seven-year old
occupied elsewhere on club afternoons.
The worker visited armed with the knowledge that in
previous contacts with agencies, the mother had been unco-
operative, and had not carried out su^^gestions . The
mother was dull and an authoritative approach seemed to be
the only medium by which she could be reached. Huth, at
the age of five, had been referred to the Division of Men-
tal Hygiene for enuresis. At that time she tested as
being superior mentally, but speech lessons were suggested
to help her develop.
The home was in a sub-standard tenement. It was
very small and every room except the kitchen had a bed in
it. The father was a truck driver with a grammar school
education, earning a minimum wage. Supplementary help
had been given by the Department of Public Welfare in the
past.
At the beginning of the interview, Mrs. P.used the
size of her home as her reason for not having the club
meet there. When she was reassured that there was no
2~» A complete discussion of the benefits to be gained from the
use of the S.S.i. is found in Chapter VII of this thesis.

obligation to invite the club, she relaxed and said that the
real reason for not having the club was that she feels so
tired and nervous she can't keep her housework done and is
ashamed to entertain. A recent operation had left her phy-
sically very weak and emotionally upset. Her husband's
coldness and indifference was disturbing to her. He was
irritated by both the children, but was very partial to
Mary, "When this partiality became so marked that Ruth was
hurt by it, Mrs. P. interceded on Ruth's behalf, but her
husband responded by grov;-ing more angry, saying that his
vrife was spoiling Ruth.
As the interview continued, Mrs. P. told the worker
that Ruth feels that Mary has everything, curly hair, good
looks, a pleasing personality and that everyone loves her,
Ruth is completely submissive, giving her sister every-
thing she asks for and even accepting physical abuse in
the way of kicks and punches.
Although Ruth had better intelligence than her sister,
she was not doing well in school because of her general
feeling of inferiority. She had begun to use make-up, to
dress in her mother's clothes and sit on her door steps at-
tempting to attract the attention of men who passed by.
This had caused her mother great concern.
It was suggested that the club might be one place
where Ruth could develop without the rivalry of her sister,
and Mrs. P. was asked to keep Mary occupied. Mrs.P, ac-
cepted the suggestion and agreed to do her shopping on the
club afternoon, thus taking Mary out of the neighborhood.
This family had already been known to four different
agencies for financial, health and service problems. The
health record was checked thoroughly. This revealed the
mother in a chronic state of extreme anxiety, complaining
of her husband as uns;!,'mpathetic and her children as un-
disciplined. She was given opportunity for psychiatric
help but never kept her appointments. The hospital a-
greed with the worker that the mother might be better able
to use Family Society help.
In consultation, the leader and worker agreed that the
mother might welcome some help from an agenc;;- in working
out her problem with her husband. The leader was dele-
gated to get the consent of Mrs.P, for the worker's visit.
She was found to be greatly depressed at this time and
was contemplating divorce.
Mrs,P, agreed to -^o to the Family Society. her visit

was preceded by the worker's interpretation of her need for
help with the children as well as a great deal of encourage-
ment in using a psychiatrist. She accepted the help of the
Family Society in talking over her problems and consented to
be seen by the psychiatrist later.
In cooperation, the D.N.C. and the Family Society ar-
ranged for Ruth to go to camp so that she could be free of
her environment for a short time at least.
Although Mrs. P. continued to be preoccupied with her
own problems for some time eventually she began to accept
both of her daughters, giving them the attention and lov-
ing consideration they needed.
In this case, Ruth had accepted the invitation to ,ioin the group
with great zest and was participating well. The entrance of her
younger sister, however, who began to rule the group by reason of her
youth and charm caused Ruth to lose her original status. The leader
with parental cooperation persuaded the youngster to withdraw from the
group leaving Ruth free to regain her original status.
Direct help was given through the club program minus sibling ri-
valry. The leader acted in the role of the good, understanding,
neutral mother. Ruth was also indirectly helped by the therapy her
mother received for her emotional problem. There was cooperation evi-
denced between the hospital, the Family Society and the D.^T.C. on the
mother's referral and camp placement for Ruth,
Case II. Alice K.
?/hen Alice first entered the club late in the season,
she vras rather bashful but gradually got over it, and was
able to contribute to club activity. She was very affec-
tionate and quite dependent on the leader. Her home
duties often prevented her from coming to club since her
household chores were great. At times, she also had to
stay at home learning Bible verses. Krs. K. was a relig-

ious fanatic and was atteiaptiOtj to make her children the same.
She expected more of Alice than she was able to ^ive as Alice
was retarded, and could not concentrate for any length of time.
The worker called at the home to inquire about the possi-
bility of Alice bOing to caiap. The home, the worker noticed,
was much more attractive than any in the neighborhood. It was
also clean and well furnished.
Mrs. K. explained that since Alice lost the sight of an
eye last winter, she has withdrawn from contact with other
children because she fears that they will make fun of her. The
worker assured the mother of Alice's acceptance in the club and
later interpreted to the club leader Alice's sensitiveness.
The S.S.I, registration mentioned thirteen different agen-
cies as interested in the family. The concentration of services
were in the protective, judicial and financial areas.
The records revealed that the father had deserted, that
the mother was promiscuous, and that only two of the five chil-
dren were legitimate. The S.F.C.C. had been called in eleven
times. The raother had been taken to court, adjudicated as
ne^rlectful aad ordered to maKe a better home for her children.
Alice, who is retarded in school, was referred to the Habit
Clinic for enuresis and her strong sex drives. The mother is
pictured as cruel and punishing.
Since tnere was very little that could be done with the
mother, the worker felt it v/as her task to concentrate chiefly
on Alice, her behavior problem and her retardation, in an effort
to effect an improvement rather tnan a complete change.
The worker called a^ain on Mrs. K. to find out the reason
for Alice's absence at recent club meetings. She found that
Alice's ^ood eye was irritated because she had lost her glasses
and that her iiother couldn't afford another pair. The worker
sug^^ested the eye clinic. Mrs. K. said that she was unable to
take her daughter, but was urged t; do so and to follow up the
recommendations of the clinjc
At this time, Mrs. K. also coiaplained about Alice's be-
havior saying that she had learned that the absences from club
and church had been urged by two undesirable companions with
whom she had been associating. She was very critical of Alice
and added that she was afraid that Alice would set the house
on fire since she had a mania for flames. She would like
to take Alice back to the doctor she had seen before.

The worker gave help with this problem' and sug<;;ested the pos-
sibility'' of the use of the Judge Baker Guidance Center be-
cause of Alice's a^e.
The worker knew that the Habit Clinic had closed the case
previously because Mrs. K. was willing but unable to cooperate.
It had been felt that little could be accomplished, and the
case was closed after attempts were nade to give Mrs. K. an un-
derstanding of Alice's probler and ways of meeting; it. The
worker telephoned the Habit Clinic to ask if the case would be
within their function. The retiord was reread, and the case ac-
cepted again.
In a later visit, Wrs.K. reported that the medical clinic
had decided that Alice did not need glasses, but would need an
operation iater. She asked the worker for help in securing
employment for her son and suggestions for utilizing the Vet-
erans' Service were given.
The worker called for Alice several times and brour^ht her
to club meetings. Her presence was taken for granted and she
entered wholeheartedly into the games.
In this case, Alice's group adjustment, relationships with other
members and increasing absences, prompted a home visit to interpret her
behavior and to obtain the cooperation of her mother.
Direct help was given to Alice from two quarters, the club program
and leaders sand a referral by the D.N.C. to the Habit Clinic for therapy.
Indirectly, the worker's interpretation of Alice's behavior to her mother
modified the mother's attitude and helped her to recognize Alice's needs
and to deal with them more constructively.
Case III. John T.
John and his brother Bill were fellow club members who
carried their differences of opinion to club meeting with them
causing a troublesome atmosphere at all times. Bill was a
talented out-going boy with definite leader's ability who over-
shadowed John. John was also capable but he was shy and
could contribute to the group only when his brother wasn't pre-
sent. He believed that he vms inferior to Bill and that he

was disliked hy the boys. The rivalry was intense and was ex-
pressed either in petty bickering or in John's refusal to par-
ticipate. In time, John bagan to lose interest in the group,
to be destructive and to absent himself.
The worker decided to visit the home and was confronted
with a recitation of the latest family misfortune. Mr.T's re-
cent industrial accident had left the home bereft of any funds
since his workmsj^'s compensation end unemplo;;nnent irsurance had
been delayed. . The inadequacy and xmcertainty of their income
in the past had taken its toll and this fam.ily of six was un-
prepared for the emergency, and was struggling for existence.
The worker remembered that of the four agencies registered
at the S.S.I. , three were public relief. The fourth v/as a ser-
vice agency from which the family had sought aid. Since the
father had had an industrial accident and in the past had been
irregularly employed, the service agency refused help but rec-
ommended public vrelfare.
The first move by the worker was to give lv;rs. T. some
help in planning. Then she sought Mrs. T.'s cooperation in
getting her husband to come to the office to talk over his
rights in getting compensation and how the process might be
speeded up. Wr. T. responded to the invitation and accepted
the worker's suggestions that she contact the proper author-
ities and his place of business. At this time with !1r. T.,
and later with Frs. T., there Yms an opportunity given for
both to talk out their feelings toward relief and agencies.
This was a difficult educational task since IJrs T., especial-
ly, was apt to misinterpret the worker's suggestions in re-
gard to planning and budgeting, and often became depressed
when the worker m.ade it evident that relief was not D.F.C.
function. However, it was possible at Christmas time to
use special funds and provide concrete help in the way of
toys and clothes from, the C.A.A. To enable the parents to
accept and use this help poisitvely, they came directly to
the C.A.A. to obtain these gifts so that they could return
to their home and present them from "Santa Claus" rat'ier
than as public assistance.
Later, Mr.T, was referred to the Family Society and es-
pecially to a male worker. This was accomplished by con-
stant interpretation to Mrs. T. who was interested in having
her husband obtain help. The father's needs, for help with
his disability and its psychosomatic implications , for ego
strength and satisfaction, and need to identif;^^ with a strong
adult male, as demonstrated in the worker's contacts, were
passed on to the Family Society. The case v:as accepted.
(
Thus, on the basis of this positive influence and assist-
ance in the family, F.rs.T. had a resource when John "began to
display delinquency symptoms. She contacted the worker and
asked fcr help with the problem. The boys' worker called at
the home. Mrs.T, launched into a recital of John's misdeeds
and his part in a breaking and entering incident. She felt
that John was a good boy but was getting into bad company.
Her request was that the v/orker find a summer camp to take
John away from the neighborhood and his com.panions. Then
Krs.T. proudly described the work and constructive attitudes
of her oldest son, Bill. Bill and his sister Pat were also
club m.embers. It was suggested by the worker that a summer
camp placement m-ight be arranged. Both parents heartily
approved of this and an interview was planned between the
worker and John.
This material confirmed the leader's impressions. In
club, John submitted entirely to his brother, attempting at
all times to please him and to stay on good terms with him..
It was impossible for the leader to draw John out. In this
interview, John did not respond when the worker told him that
his mother had related his problem, but he did not look at tbe
vforker either.
Spontaneously, he told the worker that he was no longer
associating with the boys who led him into difficulty. This
seemed to be an attempt to assure the worker that he was a
"good boy." The idea of a work camp, especially the money
involved, appealed to John and the worker was asked to obtain
further details.
Throughout this conversation. Bill hovered close by, at-
tempting to listen and had to be asked to respect the privacy
of the interview. Bill agreed, but when the worker returned
to the home to inform the parents of the camp details, Mrs.T.
asked if arrangements had been made for both, and repeatedly
urged the worker to include Bill in the plans.
The worker then discussed John and Bill with the Family
Society worker who was seeing their father. The Family So-
ciety agreed with the D.N.C. in the diac:nosis, namely, that
because of the great rivalry between John and Bill, and be-
cause Bill was the parental favorite, John was developing a
tendency toward anti-social behavior in order to o tain for
him.self some of the satisfactions which Bill was getting
through his relationship with his parents. It was decided
that the vrorker should go ahead with his plans for placing
John at camp.- This would enable him to earn money and to

develop a sense of independence. Both workers urp;ed the
parents to permit John to make this move altoe. The Fam-
ily Society would help in finances and clothing; needs.
John went to camp but stayed only three weeks. His reason
for returnine home was homesickness.
To eliminate some of the pressure of rivalry on John,
arrangements were also rrade by the ivfcker to allow Bill to
attend a different camp. He was placed for a two week pe-
riod but also spent an additional two weeks later through a
plan which he initiated himself.
'j-his fall, John left the club because of a sub-group
conflict. He did not respond to invitations to return.
Instead, he Joined a group of younger hoys and, at firtt,
tended to disrupt the activities. The vforker attempted
to counteract this by providing a constructive outlet.
John was asked to assist the leader of this younger group.
He responded. It is granted that John is functioning on
a lower level than might be viise, but perhaps in doing so he
is acquiring status and will be able to transfer the exper-
ience in leadership into his original situation.
In this case, an original contact to talk over club problems was
overshadowed by a prominent relief situation which was handled by the
T),V.,C. worker. The parents were, in the process, freed of some* of their
burdens and enabled to see the problems of their sons. In addition, the
family realized that the interest and help of the worker could be trans-
ferred to another situation.
John was directly helped by the personal intervie^vs between him
and the workers of the D.N,C, and the Family Society as well as bjr the
club leader who was also aware of his needs, and was attempting to pro-
vide for them.
There was also considerable environmental manipulation. The D,N.C.
gave the family material help, skills in budgeting and practical assist-
ance in facilitating the obtaining of unemployment insurance and workmans
•
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compensation. Intervievfs with the parents changed their attitudes to-
vmrd jobs, dependency, acceptance of relief and ap-encies. The relation-
ship between Mr. and Mrs. T. was improved as the worker helped I'rs.T. to
understand better her husband's needs, and also her ovm role in the family.
Cooperation with other af;encies gave Mr.T. and Johr help with their
problems. John and Bill also benefited through inter-arency camp place-
ments .
Case IV. Edith D .
Edith was referred to the D.K.C. by the Plabit Clinic.
She was a bright child whom the clinic had followed for five
years. Her I.Q. was 105, but she performed poorly in school,
particularly in reading . She resented guidance atnd was con-
sidered troublesome. She was alternately both shy and aggress-
ive, active and restless, and had been reported for an over-in-
terest in sex.
The referral also presented the neighborhood as one where
there had been a great deal of sex play among the children, It
was hoped that the club v;ould redirect these children and in-
terest them in other types of activities.
I.'lrs. D. was very enthusiastic about the possibility of a
club for her daughter. She requested that the club meet at her
house and expressed a desire to cooperate. She and Judith were
given the opportunity of selecting the members, although the
v^orker gave a great deal of guidance, particularly recommending
that boys be included in the club if Edith v/anted them. Mrs.D.
had previously related Edith's interest in boys and their activ-
ities and her wish to be a boy since she is now excluded from
their games.
A study of the S.S.I, registration listed the family as
known to fifteen different agencies, primarily financial and
health. The facts obtained were these. The parents were
legally separated after a long period of marital discord.
This discord centered partly aro\md j'.'r,D.'s inadequate wages
as a painter, and partly around his illicit relationships "with
other v/omen. I'.rs,!). appeared as an undernourished, frustrated
v;oman, overvmelmed by her duties.
The Jewish family Welfare Society had had almost continual
I
contact since 1932. At first only supplementary'- aid v/as
given, but since her separation from her husband, I.'rs.D. had
received Iv^others^ Aid, She was over-dependent on her sons,
expectinfr them to bear the financial and emotional burdens ofl
the home.
As a result of this responsibility, the first and then
the second son became dorainant and bullying in the home. A
camp placement indicated that the younp:est boy was defiant and
was masturbatinp; . Edith's camp record for the same year indi-
cated serious behavior problems, a sense of p;uilt, and at the
same time aggression and defiance. She engaged in sex play
and enjoyed the pmishment she received. There was a great
deal of ambivalence in her feelings for her brother nearest
her age. She referred to alternate hate and love.
The yoTongest member of the family. Sue, expressed a dis-
like for i'dith. She had been cooperative at camp and was
well liked. Her role v;as that of a follower who was rather
v/ithdrawn and did not clamor for attention.
When the club was or-'anized, i^dith adjusted well. She
was well behavdid and cooperative and enjoyed activities tre-
mendously. She lost most of her a-gression but not her ac-
tivity. She felt a great deal of responsibility for her be-
havior and that of the other girls, continuing to feel that it
was her club. The other members did not resent this attitude
but her Urude manners bothered them.
Occasionally, there had been an expressed fear that the
other girls would drop her from membership. As time passed,
she did not demand attention at the meetings as much as for-
merly, but she continued to be boisterous and often whining.
She always talked loudly and without regard for others who
might be talking. She vras affectionate and most appreciative
of the approval and affection of the leader.
Sue attracted attention at club meetings in her home and
disrupted activities. Edith, hovrever, did not resent her
attendance as the other girls took her presence for granted.
TJhen Sue reached the age of eight she was given the priv-
ilege of starting a club. This was done with the support of
the J.F.W.S. which also felt that since Sue was not a problem,
a club might prevent any behavior difficulties or, at least,
catch any indication that she was developing as other members
of the family had.
At the time of the initiation of this project, T'^rs.D.
spoke to the worker about Edith's masturbation. The mother
{i
was appreciative of the help that had "been given before and
therefore, was willing to return if the Habit Clinic would ac-
cept Edith.
The D.N.C. worker telephoned the Habit Clinic. The re-
cord was reread, the case reopened, and Mrs. D, was notified.
The symptom subsided, but the cause still remained. Edith
now does not get along too happily with the girls since they
dislike her noisy and aggressive demands for recognition, her
constant accusations of others and talebearing. Since Kdith
was also rejected by her mother, the D.N.C. worker attempted
to use summer camp as a means for her to escape from her
dreary environment.
Later, Edith dropped out of the club because of its in-
terests in boy-girl activity. She evidently felt a great
deal of guilt about her earlier experiences with boys. ' rs.D.
encouraged Edith in the feeling that she was too young to be
concerned with boys, but the worker in direct interviews with
Edith and her mother, tried to interpret this interest as
natural and to be encouraged.
On the other hand. Sue was the most dependable, cooperative
member of her club. She attended every meeting and carried out
all jobs assigned faithfully. She was a quieter member of the
club, but was not retiring, and displayed an unusual degree of
understanding of other people.
Edith was referred by the Habit Clinic for constructive, supervised
activity. '!er relations and adjustments in the group where she could
be observed closely evidenced her need for further psychiatric help and
the case v/as reopened by the Habit Clinic.
In this case, the club and the S.S.I, profited not only Edith but her
vrhole family. Edith was given direct hel^J with her problems by the' club
leader and prorram and by the Habit Clinic, Indirectly, the D.>'.C.work-
er's interpretation of Edith's behavior to Ilrs.D. and support throughout
treatm.ent was helpful. Camp experience for Edith and Sue was of benefit,
and Sue's club released sone of the pressure previously directed against
Edith.
I
However, it is not to be concluded that Edith's problem was solved.
It had already progressed too far before it was reached. In addition,
the Habit Clinic felt that it was the kind of problem that requires
placement before treatment can be potentially somd. Club activity,
however, did ameliorate her difficulties. The formation of the pre-
ventive club for Sue was By far the most helpful step.
Case V. Andy B .
Andy was a very difficut proup member. He was an ar'-o;ress-
ive,boisterous and hostile boy who defied the leader and seemed
to take pleasure in disrupting; the group,
Andy was one of eight children, seven of whom, were boys.
He lived in a third-story apartment in a cluster of tenements.
His hone was small but comfortably furnished and well kept.
His family had been knovm in the past to twenty-two diff-
erent social arrencies. Their service had been given princi-
pally in financial, correctional and health areas.
The family picture disclosed that the father had deserted.
He had been syphillitic and the mother proiiscuous . Two of the
children were retarded and one had boen committed to a school
for the feeble-minded. There had been great financial strain
with a long history of public assistance. Three of Andy's
brothers were delinquent. One had been under probation, >'ut was
later comi-riitted to Lyman.
This was the picture that faced the worker. Little could
be done with this variegated pattern by the D.N.C. except assure
Andy acceptance and constructive activity in the ^roup, and
guidance by the group leader in the role of a strong father sub-
stitute .
After talking with vrorkers of some of the ofeher agencies in
the picture, the worker attempted to do nothing further. Perhaps
at some future date, this awareness of the situation will be u-
tilized beneficially and directly.
This case . specif ically defines D.;>T .C. function. Here, the function
of the department was to concern itself v/ith the boy in the club, attempt

ing to build a stron-r friendly and supportive relationship. However,
a responsibility existed for the worker to inform the proper as!;encies o
his interest in the situation and his desire to cooperate with them.
Thus, we have a representative, total picture of the D/jT.C.'s use
of the Index,

CHAPTER VII
SUm^Y AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Sunuoary of Fiadings
In the preceding pages, the S.S.I, registrations of sixty-two children
who belonged to clubs sponsored by the Departaient of Neighborhood Clubs of
the Childrens' Aid Association from October 1946 to June 1947 were studied.
An effort was made to determine the ralue of the inforaiation received from
the investigation of the S.S,I,, ivhether the information was utilized and
what type of service was given to the client as a result of the informatioa
obtained. The writer was also concerned with the total use of the Index,
that it, in surveying the advantages or disadvantages inherent in Index use<
1. Case Studies
Five case studies were presented to illustrate typical problems and
procedures in the department. They included examples of D.N.C. identifi-
cation and treat:nent of a problenj referral from a case work agency, work
by the D.N.C. and re-referral to an agency previously active, two follow-
ups on obvious problems and one atteiapt at working in a situation where the
problem had grown beyond protection and required correctional service.
In each case, the Index information made the worker more aware bf the
complexity of the family problem and its consequent impact on the member's
life and development. After considering other agencies which had served or
were serving the fauiily, after reading the records and consulting the work-
ers involved, tne department was able to focus its services, either giving
further help itself, or referring to another agency.

Iq each case, the group represented the family pattern to the child.
The leader became a key person who influenced his development. The club
work was supplemented by home and collateral visits by the worker.
2 . Agencies Interested in the Family
The sixty-two families were well known to health and welfare agencies
and requested their services repeatedly. The mode figure representing the
number of different agencies serving a family was seven. Financial, health
and service needs appeared most frequently, but mental health, correctional
and protective agencies were also called in repeatedly. However, records
to be read were selected discriminately according to their presumed value.
3. Significant Facts Revealed
(a) Economic and Family Background,
The facts presented a complex picture of family and financial back-
ground. Economically, fifty-eight per cent of the families were either im-
poverished or very insecure. The absence of, or defects in, the wage
earner upset the normal financial routine. Homes were deteriorated either
!
physically or morally and in some cases, a combination existed. Very few
children were living a normal home life.
(b) The Fathers and Mothers
For both fathers and mothers there was a pattern of dullness, mental
and physical illness, alcoholism, crime or immorality. /Phey exerted little!
but physical control over their children. Their discipline, if not harsh
and cruel, was absent or arbitrary.
(c) The Siblings
Most of the problems that were common to the client appeared in minor

count in the siblings. It was interesting to cbser^re that although the
client had a median of three siblings, facts concerning him materialized
more frequently than facts concerning his siblings,
(d) The Client
In the client, specific personality and behavior patterns were ob- ;
served. Twenty-seven references to hostility and aggression, inability to
make and keep friends, unhappiness and confusion, anxiety and over-
attachment appeared. Other difficulties were expressed through such neu-
rotic traits or acts as nail-biting, hysteria, masturbation and malinger-
ing, or through overt behavior problems such as stealing or temper tantrums.
There were also five reference delinquency.
Nineteen health problems of varied degrees and eleven clues as to the
intelligence of the client were also noted.
4, Follow-Up
Sixteen (26%) of the sixty-two cases were not followed up for reasons
of insufficient information or club absence. From the remaining forty-six
cases, facts were extracted for follow-up.
Thirty-six per eent of the work was directed toward alleviating the
home and economic background. These attempts were directly related to ef-
forts in the health field (24^). Thirty-one per cent of the facts which
referred to the personality and behavior of the client and his family were
utilized. The least work was focused toward a change in the intelligence
and delinquency situation as both obviously required a different foais.
Fifty-eight per cent of the facts vrfiich pertained to the client were
utilized as his needs were the major objective of the department. However,

the D.N.C. also had an indirect responsibility for the parents and espe-
cially the siblinr!;s of its members. Hence, the work in their behalf.
^ • ntilization of Facts
Treatment was either direct or indirect by the D.N.C. or by the
D.N.G. in cooperation with other agencies.
a. Direct Service
Direct service by the D.N.C. included benefits to the client from
club program and leadership (twenty-five times), interviev/s (eight time?)
and supportive relationships (four times). Case work agencies contrib-
uted direct therapy in four additional cases.
b. Indirect Service
The greatest amount (forty-three per cent) of indirect service hj
the D.K.C. was done in the realm of interpretation followed by environ-
mental m.anipulation (twenty-two per cent) and recoirtnendations or sugges-
tions (seventeen per cent). Material help vms required in eleven per
cent of the cases although relief is not a function of the department.
Direct interpretation and support, program and emplo^Tnent helps to moth-
ers and siblings constituted indirect assistance to the client.
In cooperation v;-ith other case work agencies, the D.N.C. v/as able
to help again in the employment and environmental situation and to facili
tate health service and counseling. Hecreational activities for a sib-
ling were planned in cooperation with a group work agency. The depart-
ment also collaborated and consulted with other agencies in regard to dia
nosis, direct treatment, referral and placement.
6. Use of the S.S.I.
i
The use of the S.S.I, apparently is justified as the advanta;?;es to
he gained hy using the Index as a prelude to home visiting and service in-
dicate.
In every case, the use of the Index gave help in imderstanding the
taclc^round and needs of members. This awareness brought better service,
based on sounder diagnosis.
In forty-eight cases ( seventy-eig-ht per cent) the complexity of the
problem was pictured. The S.S.I, often revealed a long history of illa-
gitimacy, forced marriage, and desertion which explained the basis for re-
jection of a child.
In forty-five cases (seventy-three per cent)the D.N.C. was helped
to realize its responsibility for service in consideration of the problem,
and the agencies available and able to serve. In these cases, the inform-
ation obtained from, another arency helped the D.W.C. to deal more wisely
with the problem. Or, the departm.ent limited it« fionction recognizing a
responsibility for referral.
The use of the S.3.I. saved the workers in twenty-eight cases (forty-
five per cent) from seeking necessary information which might have hindered
the relationship if it was sought before the client was ready. This argu-
ment also considered whether or not the client or his family v;as abie to
give the information.
Twenty-seven cases (forty-four per cent) yore offered in support of
the recognition of the better understanding and relationship that arose as
a result of interpretation, cooperation and referral between case work and
group work agencies.

Twenty-six cases ( forty-tv.ro per cent) found the client better ser-
ved as a result of integration of service. This viras closely tied with
the arguments (a) thst the Index prevented duplication of service and (b)
that the Index helped the worker to utilize constructively all likely re-
sources. Tvrenty-four examples (thirty-nine per cent) were fovmd to sup-
port these art^uments.
Again, in the realm of cooperation, the knowledge of the plans of
another agency enabled the worker to guide and help the family in that
direction. The danger of two agencies offering conflicting advice was
prevented. This unified front was evident in twenty-three cases (thirty-
seven per cent)
.
Finally, the failure of another agency's approach guided and re-
directed the work of the D.N.C. toward different goals. This was true
in eleven cases (eighteen per cent).
B, Conclusions
From this study, certain generalizations can be drawn about the
type of information that may be received from a consultation and follow-
up of the S.S.I, and the pattern of work that may result. These general-
izations, in turn, despite the limited number of eases studied, and t^e
unique department from which they were extracted, may indicate certain
benefits that may be obtained in all group work agencies if the S.S.I,
were more commonly used. These generalizations may, in addition, sug-
gest other trends that can be more clearly and definitely established by
further investigation.
On the basis of the precedinp: discmssion there seems justifica-
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tion for the presentation of the follov^in^ conclusions:
1. With the p;roup process, special measures are needed, for deal-
inp" with individual problems since group v/ork shares v;ith case work a
fundamental obiective of assisting the client in adjustment to his envi-
ronment, "^rrour work, because of its organizational pettern, affords a
uniqiie opportunit;;' for observing and. a definite responsibilit2r in iden-
tifying the beginning sjmiptoms of malad.justments in its members. These
manifestations j if diagnosed when they first demonstrate themselves,
can often be checked satisfactorally and a serious problem, prevented.
The S.S.I, registration assists in the recognition of these distress sig-
nals, helping the department to notice, explore, check and/or prevent.
2. It is not sufficient to obserA'"e and diagnose the overt, iso-
lated symptom. Rather, the worker must ascertain the latent cause of
the behavior and then precede to treatment. It is mandatory that a
worker consider the whole child under the influence of his home, church
school and community. Otherwise, it is impossible for him to get a com-
plete picture xvithout the assistance of other agencies. Any and all
clues obtained from the S.S.I, or elsewhere will help in this total a-
v;areness .
3. In the lirht of its protective function, the D.N.C. m.ust quick-
ly focus its plans. Promptness contributes to probable success of ther-
apy. The worker must differentiate, for example, between the disturbed
child who needs psychiatric care and the relatively stable child whose
health, growth and development is being impeded by environmental condi-
tions and, therefore may require only indirect treatment.
I
One afency can never act on a social problerr in isolation, hut the
skills of the specialists can be woven into a coordinated approach.
A?:ain, it often happens that the family does not knov; which ajrencj' to
consult. Therefore, the agency or acrencies best qualified to serve be-
cause of the type and ir'tensity of the proMe^n should be consulted and
referral made accordinp^ly.
4. The D.>^.C. has a responsibilit;"- not only to the child but to
his parents and siblinr^^-.s . The family influences, both p;ood and bad,
must be evaluated for their effect on the c?iild and his develojiment . It
is not always possible to prevent difficulties from developing, but cer-
tainly an awareness of them will provide a basis for more intelliprent
planning and interpretation.
5. Finally, because of the many problems such as illness, absent
or inadeqaute parents, rivalries and hostilities, and absent or cruel
discipline, that are revealed both by the S.S.I, and home visits, a
pattern for leadership in the D.N.C. em.erces.
The p-reat need of the children studied in this thesis is a positive
identification ^Arith a strong mother or father fi?;ure who is non-authori-
tarian, acceptinp; and, above all, loving. A child secure ir the love
and affection of his parents has a solid foundation which will enabl'e
him to v/ithstand many of life's trials. The insecure, neglected child
is handicapped and develops an imm.ature , tonstable personality as his on-
ly defence against the world. The D.N.C. attempts to provide strong
leadership which will approach these psychological needs of its children
in an attempt to ameliorate any rejection.
iI
C. Reconnendations
Althousrh the a'^ove conclusions pertain to the children served hy the
D.N.C., they appear sufficiently generalized to be valid in other ^roup
work settings. The writer feels that it v/ould be of great value for all
group work agencies to register selectively. The inforrr.ation o^^tained
would provide a better understanding of the personality, behavior and
needs of the child and the stated objective, that it, the adjustment of
the client to his environment, would be reached more q-;ickly. The coop-
eration with other agrencies entailed in the process will provide better
agency relationships. The mutual obli :ations involved in regard to re-
cords, confidentiality of material, the consultation and referral process
must be understood and respected.
These final recommendations have been expressed elsewhere.^ They
are that one staff person be assi.o-ned to registration and follow-up;
that records must be carefu: ly kept and their confidential nature pro-
tected, and that the material must be handled by professional workers on-
ly. Records must be properly interpreted and used judiciously. In addi-
tion, sig:nificant portions must be made available to club leaders in su-
pervisory conferences to the extent that they can be properly utilized.
1. Social Service iiixchange Conm.ittee of the Welfare Council of
New York City, Standards for the Use of the Social Service Exchange by
Group Work Agencies .
Approved,
Richard K. Conant
Dean

APPMDIX I
STUDY OF S.S.I.RErrlSTRATIOl'IS IF TFE D.W.C. OF C.A.A.
Group
I. Fame Color
Date of Rirth No. of Siblinp;s
II. Registration of Information
a . Unlcnovm
b. Known to
1. No. of different agencies
2. Agencies knowing family (list)
3. Records read of which of these
Ap;encies (list)
III. Significant facts secured
iV, i^hich Facts were Utilized or Followed Up
V. What Plans were made, how Facts were used
a. By the Dept. of Neigjiborhood Clubs
b. In cooperation with another agency.
I
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